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1. INTR~IWCTION 
Let Q be an unbounded domain in R” (n 2 2) with boundary r consisting 
of disjoint, compact, C2 hypersurfaces r, and r2 . Let v denote the unit 
exterior normal to r and let U(X) be a uniformly Lipschitz continuous func- 
tion on r, . Set 
p(x) = (1 + 1 X /)(a+l+r)/2, (1.1) 
with a fixed but arbitrary E > 0. Suppose that q(x) is a real-valued function 
on Q u r such that p(x) q(x) is uniformly cu-HBlder continuous on 
Q u r(O < 01 < 1) and tends to zero as j x / -+ co. 
Let H be the self-adjoint operator inL2(.Q) given by Hg = - Ag + pg and 
with domain consisting of all functions g in L2(sZ) which have functions in 
L2(Q) for their first and second order distribution derivatives and which 
satisfy the boundary conditions (a/au - u(x)) g(x) = 0 on r, and g(x) = 0 
on r,. 
In this paper we derive (improper) eigenfunction expansions for H and 
then use these eigenfunction expansions to study the wave and scattering 
operators associated with H. 
In Sect. 2 we discuss the operator H and give a proof that it is self-adjoint. 
We derive the eigenfunction expansions for H in Sect. 3. This form of 
eigenfunction expansion for perturbations of - A was first introduced by 
Ikebe [I] for the case of n = 3 and r = 4. Similar derivations were subse- 
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quently given by Shizuta [2], Shenk [3], Thoe [4], Ikebe [5, 61, and Alsholm 
and Schmidt [7] for various special cases of the operator H considered here.l 
These derivations as well as the one given here are based on the resolvent 
jump formula [(3.19) below] combined with a representation of the resolvent 
(X - H)-l for X near the positive real axis. The representation of (h - H)-l 
used by Ikebe and Shizuta employs the corresponding Green’s function and 
relies on the fact that it is square integrable, which is the case only for rz < 3. 
The representation used by the other authors involves distorted plane waves 
rather than the Green’s function. It serves for all dimensions and generalizes 
to the case we consider here (see equation (3.10) below). Its use for 71 3 4 
requires an integral estimate (Lemma 3.3 below) based on estimates on the 
Green’s function which were established in the final section of [8]. 
The derivation of the eigenfunction expansions shows that they provide 
isometries from the absolutely continuous part of La(Q) relative to H into 
L2(Rn) but does not identify their range. It follows from the time-dependent 
scattering theory in Sect. 4 that they map onto La(P) (see the remark after 
Theorem 4). Direct proofs of this result for the case of r = + were given by 
Ikebe [9] for n = 3 and by Alsholm and Schmidt [7] for arbitrary n. We 
include in Sect. 3 an adaptation of the proof given in [7] to the case considered 
here. 
In Sect. 4 we establish the existence, completeness, and invariance of the 
wave operators 
W&?(H), fl(H,,)) = strong limit eitB(H)Je-it’(Ho), 
t-i m 
which compare the asymptotic behavior of the two unitary groups 
exp{- i@(H)} and exp{- i$(H,)}. Here p is a piecewise strictly monotone 
real-valued function, Ho is the self-adjoint operator - d in L2(Rn), and J 
is a mapping of La(P) into L2(Q) which modifies functions only on a bounded 
set. I+‘* are called complete because their range is the absolutely continuous 
part of Ls(sZ) relative to H. They are called invariant because they depend 
only on the intervals in which /3 is increasing or decreasing and not on the 
particular function /3. 
The discussion in Sect. 4 is modeled on Ikebe’s proof in [l] of the com- 
pleteness of W* for /3(X) = X, n = 3, and r = 4, and on the modifications 
introduced by Shenk [lo] to treat more general p and to handle the invariance 
problem. The wave operators are first evaluated as Abelian limits and then 
the Littlewood Tauberian theorem is used to show that the wave operators 
exist as strong limits. Here the necessary estimates are established and the 
1 Ikebe and Alshohn and Schmidt also treat potentials with certain types of sin- 
gularities. 
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Tauberian theorem employed in anL2 space, so that the additional restrictions 
on the decay of n(x) made in [lo] are not required. 
Several methods have been used to derive the formula for the scattering 
matrix (see [7, 11-131). The derivation we give in Sect. 5 is similar to that 
used by Goldstein [14] in considering the scattering theory of bounded 
perturbations of certain infinite obstacles. It is based on the Abelian limit 
calculation of Sect. 4. The final step in that calculation is an integration by 
parts involving either two incoming or two outgoing functions. A similar 
integration by parts involving one outgoing and one incoming function 
provides a formula for the scattering matrix. In this case the boundary 
integral at infinity is not zero but is the integral operator portion of the 
scattering matrix. 
Previous derivations of the formula for the scattering matrix have con- 
sidered only integrable q(x). For such potentials the kernel of the integral 
operator in the scattering matrix is the radiation pattern (the angular part of 
the asymptotic form) of a diffracted plane wave and is continuous. We show 
that the same formula is valid for the problem we are considering which 
involves a possibly nonintegrable P(X). In general the kernel of the integral 
operator is of Hilbert-Schmidt class and is formally the radiation pattern of 
the diffracted plane wave. 
2. THE SELF-ADJOINT OPERATOR H 
Let H2(Q) denote the space of those functions g in L2(Q) which have 
functions in L2(Q) for their first and second order distribution derivatives. 
H2(S2) is a Hilbert space with the norm 
Here OL is a multi-index (0~~ ,..., a!,J with the or,‘s nonnegative integers. 
Functions in Ha(Q) and their first order derivatives can be assigned bound- 
ary values in La(r). There is a constant C such that 
, g1 j, / (gym I2 a d C(llg 112)2, 
a. 
for all g in He(Q), and Green’s formula 
s rg?-fd&= - s a(gAf+Vg*vf)dx, 
(2.1) 
(2.2) 
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holds for allfand g in Hz(Q) (see pp. 51-53 of [15]). dS, denotes the element 
of surface area. 
Set yg(x) = (a/& - Q(X)) g(x) for x on r, and yg(x) = g(x) for x on ra . 
Green’s formula shows that the operator H given by Hg = - Og + qg and 
with domain 
D(H) = {g E Hz(Q) : yg = 0} 
is symmetric in P(9). 
Let 11 1 denote the norm in P(Q). 
THEOREM 1. His self-adjoint. There is a constant C such that 
II g IL d C(llg II + II HI II), (2.3) 
for allg in D(H). His th e smallest closed extension of the symmetric operator H 
given by H’g = - Ag + qg and with domain 
D(H’) = (g E Cl@2 u r) n C2(Q) : rg = 0, g ELM, Ag ELM}. 
Proof. We begin with a lemma which is based on an a priori estimate for 
this elliptic boundary value problem. Because the hypotheses of this lemma 
are slightly different from those in most presentations of the elliptic estimates, 
we will outline its proof for a very special case. The arguments required to 
complete its proof (involving a partition of unity, changes of coordinates, etc.) 
may be found in [16]. 
LEMMA 2.1. D(H’) is contained in H2(9) and there is a constant C such that 
Ilg2 II G C(llg II + II H’g II> (2.4) 
for all g in D(H’). 
Proof for a special case. We consider only functions g in D(H’) with their 
supports contained in U = {x E Rn : ( x / < l}, and we assume that I’n U 
is a portion of r, and is contained in the hyperplane {x : x, = O}. We assume 
that Q n U is contained in {x : x,, > O}. 
For any function cp in C1((x, 2 0}), we have 
= GJF [S % ~~= 9 ax, dx’ + s VP, . Vg dx 1 (2.5) CC,>6 
= s, =. Fug dx’ + s, VP, . Vg dx. 
n n 
>. 
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Here and throughout this proof we write x’ = (x1 ,..., x,-r , 0). We also 
let / jj (j = 0, 1, 2) denote the norm in Hj({xn > Oj), 
(‘g If)” = jXn>, ,=I& 1 (gJ”g I2 &* 
Set hcnt) = (0 ,..., h,..., 0) with the nonzero real number h the m-th coordi- 
nate of hfm) and with 1 < m < n - 1. Write (pJx) = h-l[y(x + hem)) -v(x)]. 
Let 
denote the inner product in ZP({xn > O}). Then for ‘p in Cl({x, > 0}), for 
g in D(H’) with its support contained in U, and for h # 0, we have by (2.5) 
and a change of variables, 
B[% .&I = - B[v-fi > &‘I = j,%,, p7_dA - 1) g dx + jz 
n 
=. a-hug dx’ 
s i 
(2.6) 




=. +A% dx’. 
Since u is uniformly Lipschitz continuous, we have 
I v I2 dx’ =o j, =. (I g i2 + I gh I”) dx’. (2.7) n It 
For each E > 0 there is a constant C(E) such that 
i xn=o’f12dx’ d E If 1; + C(E) If 1; 
for allf in EP({xn > O}). This with estimate (2.7) gives 
d c I Y II [I g I1 + E I g, II + W I gh loI 
Apply the Schwarz inequality to the volume integral in (2.6) and use the 
last estimate to obtain 
I BCv> g/J G C I ‘p II W I g II + E I g, I1 + ItA - 1) g I,,]> (2.8) 
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for all g in D(H’) with support in U, all v in Cl({x, 2 0}), and all h # 0. Set 
v = g, in (2.8) and cancel out the factor of ( g, Ii to obtain 
For sufficiently small E, this gives 
1 gh iI < c[i g 11 + I@ - l)g id 
From the last inequality it follows as in [16] that 
ag I I - ax, 1 < C[l g II + IV - l)g Id 
for 1 Q m < n - 1. Because 8g/axn2 is a linear combination of Ag and other 
second order derivatives of g, it follows that g is in Ha({xn > 0)) and that 
I L? la d CD g II + I 4 Id 
Finally, there is for each E > 0 a constant C(E) such that 
(2*9 
I g II d E I g I2 + w IA? lo ? 
for all suchg (see Theorem 3.2 of [17]). Choose l/e to be twice the constant C 
appearing in (2.9) to obtain (2.4). Q.E.D. 
Note. If U contained a planar portion of I’, rather than of I’, , we would 
restrict our attention to functions ‘p which are zero on {x, = 0) and the 
boundary integral would not appear in the above discussion. 
The next step in the proof of Theorem 1 is to show that for 
0 < arg k < 712, the range of H’ - k2 is dense in La(Q). We will establish 
this by using the following proposition, a proof of which is given in [8]. The 
function p(x) is defined by (1.1). 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Cotlsider fi in Ca(r,), fi in P+a(r,), and fs with pf3 
bounded and uniformly ar-Hijlder continuous in Q u r. For any nonzero k with 
0 < arg k < 42, except for a (possibly empty) sequence {k3} on the imaginary 
axis, there is a unique outgoing solution 24 E Cl@2 u r) n C*+a(sZ) of 
($-o)u=fl on r,, 21=fi on rs, 
(-A +q-kK2)u=fg in .f~. 
(2.10) 
The next lemma enables us to apply Proposition 2.1 to the Le discussion. 
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LEMMA 2.2. Suppose that u(x) is an outgoing solution of (2.10) with fi , 
fi , and f3 satisfying the smoothness and decay conditions described in Proposition 
2.1 and with 0 < arg k < 7r/2. Then u is in Cl(Q v  r) n C2+~(Q) and u and 
Au are in L2(0). 
Proof. The smoothness of U(X) is established in [8]. The outgoing radia- 
tion condition implies that u(x) is bounded and that for x in Sz, 
u(x) = j, [U(Y) E&+(x -Y) - Fk+(x - Y) $ U(Y)] dr 
Y 
+ j-/%+(x -Y> lIfh4 - dy) u(r)1 dy, 
(2.11) 
with 
F,+(x) = f  (&)-‘lil Hj:,)_,),,(k I x I), (2.12) 
the outgoing fundamental solution for - A - k2. 
Fk+(x) and its derivatives and hence the surface integral in (2.11) tend to 
zero exponentially as 1 x I--+ co. Fk+(x) is in L’(P) because 
F,+(x) - 1 const log 1 x / for n = 2, const / x 12+ for n > 3, 
near x = 0. The volume integral in (2.11) is in L2(Rfl) because it is the con- 
volution of Fk+(x) and the function in P(P) equal to f3 - qu in 52 and equal 
to zero off 9. Here we use the fact that 1 fa 1 and 1 q 1 are bounded by p(r)-’ 
which is in L2(P). Thus u and therefore Au = p - kzU - f3 are in P(G). 
Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY. For k $ {kj} with 0 < arg k ,< 742, the range of H’ - k2 is 
dense in Lz(s2). 
Proof. For f ( ) x in the Schwarz space of infinitely differentiable rapidly 
decaying functions and for k 6 (kj> with 0 < arg k < 42, let u = W, f be 
the outgoing solution of (2.10) with fi = 0, f2 = 0, and f3 = f. Lemma 2.2 
shows that W, f is in the domain of H’ and we have 
(H’-k2) W,f =f Ia. (2.13) 
Such f IR are dense in L2(Q). Q.E.D. 
Lemma 2.1 implies that H is an extension of H’. Consequently H’ is also 
symmetric and (H’)* is an extension of H* and hence of H. H’ is real, so the 
above corollary implies that the smallest closed extension of H’ is (H’)* 
and is self-adjoint (see [18]). Estimate (2.4) is therefore valid with H’ replaced 
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by (H’)* and in particular (2.3) is valid. The last estimate shows that H is 
closed, so that it is in fact the self-adjoint smallest closed extension of H’. 
Q.E.D. 
3. EIGENFUNCTIONS EXPANSIONS FOR H 
The corollary to Lemma 2.2 implies that all negative numbers apart from 
the sequence {ki2} are in the resolvent set of H. We will use the following 
proposition to show that the numbers {ki2} are eigenvalues of H. A proof of 
this proposition is given in [8]. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. For k E {ki} the outgoing solutions u of 
(--+q-k’)u=O in &?, 
(&--u)U=O on r,, u=O on .F,, 
(3.1) 
from a nonzero finite dimensional linear space O(k). 
THEOREM 2. The portion of the spectrum of H in (- co, 0) consists of 
e&envalues at the points (kj2}. The eigenspace corresponding to kj2 is O(k,). 
The sequence {kj2} is bounded from below and has xero as its only possible accu- 
mulation point. 
Proof. Lemma 2.2 shows that all functions in Q(k,) are in D(H’) and hence 
are eigenfunctions of H corresponding to the eigenvalue ki2. The proof that 
all eigenfunctions are outgoing is based on the following lemma. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let Q be a closed cube and p a positive number such that 
QD = {Y : WY, Q) < P> is contained in 52. Consider a complex constant k, 
a function f3 in C=(QJ, and a function u in L2(Q,) such that 
(-O+q-k2)u=f3 
weakly, i.e., such that 
s u( - d + q - k2) g dx = Jfg dx, 
for all g in Corn(Q). Then u may be taken in C2+“(Q) and 
II * lIC2+.(0) G C[ll u IlL2(Qp) + llfs llc”(op,l’ (3.2) 
where the constant C does not depend on f3 , on u, nor on the location of Q, in 8. 
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Proof. Let $(t) b e a function in C”(Rl) which equals 1 for t < $= and 
equals 0 for t 3 1. For positive 7 and nonzero x in Rn define 
/xl (-Ww,rlog/x/ 
GT(X) = * (7) l[(n - 2) CO,]-l 1 x /2--n 
if n=2 
if n 3 3, 
with w, denoting the surface area of the unit sphere in Rd. Then GT(x) is 
zero for / x 1 > Y and is infinitely differentiable for x # 0, and 
- dG,(x) = S(x) + F.(x) 
with K,(X) in COm(R”). 
As is shown in the Appendix of [19], we have for almost every x in QO-r , 
Nx> = j Wx -Y> V2 - dy)) U(Y) +fdr)l dy + 1 JG(x -Y) 4~) 4, 
R% R” 




Rf (9 = j f(r) R(xt Y) dy, 
Rn 
Lf (9 = [ f(y) G(x - Y) dy, 
” R” 
R(x, Y) = G@ - Y> (k2 - Q(Y)) + K-(x - Y). 
Iterating the above equation for u we obtain for any positive integer j and 
almost every x in QP+. , 
u(x) = R%(x) + 1 RtLf.&). (3.3) 
L=O 
The kernel Rj(x, y) of Rj is given recursively by the equations 
R&, y) = j R(x, z) Rj-l(~ Y) dy. 
Rn 
Ri(x, y) is zero for 1 x - y 1 > jr and is bounded for all x and y provided 
j is > (n + 1)/2. The latter statement follows from the Schwarz inequality 
for n < 3 and from Lemma 5.2 of [S] for larger n. Therefore 
(3.4) 
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for x in Q,,+. and j > (n + 1)/2. Because R is a volume potential, the last 
estimate implies that for j 3 (n + .5)/2, R%(x) is in Cz+“(Qp+r) and 
II Rju II c2+qo P-iv’ d c II u Il~e(Qp) *
Takej to be the smallest integer 3 (n + 5)/2 and set Y = pli. Then sinceL 
is also a volume potential, estimate (3.2) follows from Eq. (3.3) and estimate 
(3.4). Q.E.D. 
Now consider a function u in D(H) such that Hu = kj%. The preceding 
lemma shows that u may be taken in C2fol(SZ) and that it and its first and 
second order derivatives tend to zero as ) x I--+ co. Green’s formula and the 
fact that the outgoing fundamental solution Fk+(x) for - d - kj2 and its 
derivatives tend to zero exponentially as I x 1 -+ 00 imply that u is outgoing 
(see Sect. 2 of [8]). Th is completes the verification that the eigenspace 
corresponding to k$ equals B(k,). 
Let ( , ) denote the inner product in P(G). By Green’s formula (2.2) and 
the boundedness of q and u we have for g in D(H), 
2 I ( Vg j2 dx - (const) R t(~lg12d~+~r:g12dS.~~ 
Now for each E > 0 there is a constant C(E) such that 
for allg in He(Q). With a suitable choice of Q, the last two inequalities combine 
to show that (Hg, g) > ( , const) (g, g) for all g in D(H). Thus H and hence its 
sequence of eigenvalues are bounded from below. 
The sequence {ki} consists of the poles in {k : Im k > 0) of an operator 
((1 + M(k))-1 in the notation of [S]) which is meromorphic for Im k > 0. 
This implies that {kj} has no nonzero accumulation points. Q.E.D. 
Using the spectral theorem we write 
H= 
s 
w hdEh and OD P= 
s 
dE, . (3.5) -02 o+ 
We have shown that the spectrum of H(I - P) acting on (I- P)L2(Q) 
consists entirely of eigenvalues. Let &o,],‘=, (0 < J Q cc) be an orthonormal 
basis for (I - P)L2(12) consisting of eigenfunctions of H, and let {AJ be 
the corresponding (nonpositive) eigenvalues. 
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The next theorem shows that HP acting on PL”(ln) has no eigenvalues 
(and in fact has absolutely continuous spectrum) but that it has two improper 
eigenfunction expansions. The corresponding sets of improper eigenfunctions 
of H are the so-called distorted plane waves, 
defined for x in Q u r and nonzero 5 in Rn. The diffracted plane wave 
v+(x, 8) [V-(X, [)I is the outgoing [incoming] solution of (2.10) with K = 1 5‘ 1 , 
fi(x) = - (-$ - a(x)) eiz+, 
f2(x) = - eiz.E, and fs(x) = - q(x) ei5’f. 
Thus q~D+(x, 5) are not in P(Q), but they are eigenfunctions of the differential 
operator - A + q in Sz, 
and they satisfy the boundary conditions, y&x, 6) = 0, associated with H. 
Here and in the remainder of this paper we use asterisks to denote complex 
conjugation and we set s2, = {x E Q : 1 x 1 < N} for N so large that I’ is 
contained in {x : 1 x 1 < N). 
THEOREM 3. (i) Let 8, denote the space of square summable sequences of J 
elements. Then the map of L2(Q) onto /, dejined by 
&% = s,d+) wtx)*dx 
is zero on PL2(Q) and maps (I - P) L2(sZ) unitarily onto l2 . 
(ii) For g in L2(Q) the limits 
ditl) = $ym P+n’2 j g(x) ‘pi-(x, f)* dx 
QN 
(3.6) 
exist in L2(Rn) and define two maps A, and A-, each of which is zero on 
(I - P)L*(C!) and maps PL2(12) unitarily onto La(p). 
(iii) The unitary maps 
L2(Q) 3g -+ H&j>, &;(5)1 E 82 x L2(Rn) 
transform H into the operator 
im, &WI1 - b?d~ I 5 I2 644>1, 
and in this sense diagonal&e H. 
409/36/w 
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(iv) For arbitrary g in L2(Q), the inversion formulas 
g(‘) = 1 h’~~x> + $2 (274-n” /N-l<,,,,N k(f) Q+(x, 6) d.$ 
are valid with the series converging in L2(D) and the limit taken in L2(Q). 
Proof. Part (i) of the theorem follows from Theorem 2. 
The transformations A+ are perturbations of the Fourier transform 
f"(S) =,?E (27~)4~ /,z,<Nf(x)e-i2”dx, (3.7) 
which is a unitary map of L2(Rn) onto L2(Rn) and which provides an improper 
eigenfunction expansion for the self-adjoint operator H, in L2(Rn) given by 
H,,f = - Af and with D(H,) = H2(R”). 
Our study of the transformations A* is based on a representation of 
(H - k2)-l (f In) for f in Com(RG) and 0 < arg k < 7r/2 as a perturbation of 
hk(x) = (2~7)~“‘~ IR”f(t) [I E 12 - PI-1 eir.6 df, (3.8) 
which equals (H,, - k2)-l f. 
LEMMA 3.2. Set K+ = {k # 0 : 0 < arg k < 42). For each f in Rn and 
each k in K+ , let u(x) = q(x, k, 0 be the outgoing solution of (2.10) with 
fi(x) = - (+ - CT(*)) eix”, 
Set 
f2(x) = - eisSE, and f3(x) = - q(x) eiz*E. 
w(x, k, 5) = eas+ + q(x, k, 5). 
(i) w(x, k, f) is a jointly continuous function of x in iR u r, k in K+ , and f 
in R”. There is ajnite continuous function C(k) of k in K+ such that 
I 4x, k 01 < C(k) (1 + I f I”) (3.9) 
for all x in 9 u r and all 6 in R”. 
(ii) For f  in Com(Rn), x in B v r, and 0 < arg k < 742, 
W - k2F1 (f In) (x) = (27F2 1 f(E) [I 4 I2 - k21-l w(x, k, f) df. (3.10) 
Rn 
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Proof. Let G? denote the space of those functions in Cs(Rfl) which are 
bounded and have bounded first order derivatives. Define the seminorm 
on V. 
For h in % and k in K+ , let u = T(k) h be the outgoing solution of (2.10) 
with 
fib) = (2 - 44) h(4 
fi(4 = 44 and .A(4 = dx) 44 
Then with the notation of [8], 
T(K) h = a(k) (1 + M(k))-l [ ($ - 0) h, h, &] > 
for k in K+ and h in %?. 
For a normed or seminormed space X and a normed space x’, let L(X, X’) 
denote the normed space of bounded linear operators from X to X’ under the 
uniform norm. Let B be the Banach space defined in [8]. 
Lemma 3.4 and Propositions 3.3, 3.7, and 3.11 of [S] with the asymptotic 
form of the fundamental solution F,+ ([8, Eq. (2.7)] show that (I + M(k))-l 
and 92(k) are continuous functions from K+ toL(B, B) and toL(B, C(sZ u I’)), 
respectively. Here C(Q u T) is the Banach space of bounded continuous 
functions on .Q u r with the supremum norm. The linear map 
Osh+&)h,h,pqh]eB 
is also continuous, so T(k) is a continuous function from K+ to 
L(%, C(Q u I-)). 
We will show that the map 
is continuous. Since 
and since 
An 3 4 -+ eis.c E %T (3.11) 
vl(x, k, 5) = T(k) (- @f), (3.12) 
III f++ III < CC1 + I P I>, 
for all 5 in Rn, this will complete the proof of part (i) of the lemma. 
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The mean-value theorem implies that for 5 and F in Rn, 
and 
with C independent of I, c, and N. Since (w) (x) + 0 as I x [ + co, the 
continuity of (3.11) follows. 
To establish the second part of the lemma we consider Z’(k) (- Irk) with 
h,(x) given by (3.8). Because T(K) h( ) x is f or each x in Sz u I’ a continuous 
linear functional on Q and because f(t) is in Ll(R*), we can pass the T(K) 
under the integral sign in the definition of Irk(x) and use (3.12) to obtain 
W) (- 4) (4 = (24-n’2 1 I%) [I t I2 - k21-l fdx, k 5) e. (3.13) 
R” 
Equation (2.13) shows that (H - K2)-r (f lo) equals W, f, the outgoing 
solution of (2.10) with fi = 0, f2 = 0, and fa = f. Because T(K) (- hk) is 
the outgoing solution of (2.10) with 
fi= - (-&--o)hk,f2= -&, and fs= -qh,, 
while h, is also outgoing and satisfies (- A + Q - k2) hk = f + qhk , we 
have 
(H - k2)-l (f In) = 40 + W) (-- hd. (3.14) 
Equations (3.8), (3.13), and (3.14) combine to give (3.10) and to complete 
the proof of the lemma. Q.E.D. 
To employ the representation (3.10) we consider f in Com(Rn), g in Corn(S)), 
and k with 0 < arg k < 7r/2. The self-adjointness of H and Eq. (3.10) yield 
1, W - ~2)-1&)f @>* dx = s,g(“) W - h2)-l (f In) (x)* h, 
(3.16) 
= 
s [I k I2 - h21-l B(l)&)* 45, R” 
with 
i%(f) = (24-n’2 In g(x) w(x, k, f)* dx. 
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The switching of the order of integration in this calculation is justified 
by (3.9). 
LEMMA 3.3. Let K be a compact subset of K+ . For each g in C,,m(sd) there is 
a constant C such that 
for all k in K. 
I I 6&W (1 + I 5 I”)-” dS < C, (3.17) R” 
We postpone the proof of this technical lemma to the end of this section. 
The lemma shows that [I 5 1s - k-2]-1jn(t) is in La(P), and then Eq. (3.15) 
shows that it is the Fourier transform of the function in L2(R”) equal to 
(H - he)-1 g in SJ and equal to zero off Q. Therefore by the isometry of 
the Fourier transform 
/lcH - K2)-1g I!L%?) = IIt1 6 I2 - k2]-1i% hR”) * (3.18) 
Letting {E,,} again denote the spectral resolution (3.5) of H, we have for 
- cc < a < b < cc and g in L2(sZ), 
(4 wb+ + %-) g> g) - (3 G%+ + K-J .!T, 8
= hi $1” ll(H - X + ic)-lg (1 dh. 
a 
(3.19) 
(See p. 1202 of [21].) 
Consider 0 < a < b < co, c > 0, and g in Corn(Q). Substitute (3.18) in 
(3.19) with g2 = X - &(Im k > 0) to obtain 
(a (E,, + Eb-) g> g) - (4 &z+ + EcZ-) if, d 
= l$ $ j-” dh / I &&y” [(t I2 - v + c21-l a* 
a R” 
(3.20) 
Since w(x, I 5 I , 0 = v+(x, S), L emma 3.2 and definitions (3.16) of .&(=$) 
and (3.6) of J+(e) show that for each 6 # 0, 
Estimate (3.9) shows that J,(E) is bounded for 0 6 E < 1, a < h < b, and 
1 6 I2 f 2b. Therefore 
TV $1” I M-)12 [(I 5 lz - V + ~~1-l dh a 
for 1 f I2 < a or I E I2 > b, 
for a < 1 5 12 < b. 
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We also have 
$ j” I ~k(5)12 [(I t I2 - q2 + c21-l dh 
a 
,( (Conk) E Sg (A2 + c2)-l dh = Con& 
--m 
for 0 < E < 1 and 1 ,$ I2 < 26, so that by Fubini’s theorem and the bounded 
convergence theorem 




df $ $ j” I6&3l” [(I 5 I2 - A)2 + l ~1-l dh (3.21) 
IE1%2b a 
= I I g+m2 e* a<,E,2<b 
Finally, Lemma 3.3 implies that 
hi $ j” dh j I M312 [(5 I2 - 4” + <“I-’ df = 0, 
a \e \‘52b 
and the last two equations with (3.20) show that 
(4 (&,+ + &,-) g, g) - (i (%I+ + ‘CT-) g, g) = ,- I k+w a (3.22) 
a<lCle<b 
for 0 < a < b < cc and g in Cam(Q). The remainder of the statements in 
Theorem 3, other than the identification of the range of the isometries A;t as 
L2(Rn), follow from Eq. (3.22) as in [l]. 
Let F* : P(Q) +La(Rn) be the isometries F-g = g* . We will show that 
F+ is onto by showing that its adjoint F+* : L2(R”) --+ L2(Q) is one-to-one. 
The same proof applies to F- . Consider g(x) in C,(B) and #(f) inL2(Rn) such 
that the support of-#([) is compact and does not contain 0. Then v+(x, [) is 
bounded on the support of g(x) #(f), so that by Fubini’s theorem 
j F+*+(x)&)* dx = j ICItE)F+g(O* df 
L? R” 
= (24-n’z j g(x)* dx j #(5) v+(x, 5) df, 
R Rn 
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which shows that 
F+*t44 = PVz 1 VW P+(x, 0 d5. (3.23) 
Since F+*z+h is in P(sZ), it follows from its representation (3.23) that it is in 
the domain of any power of H’ and hence of H and that 
PWF+*$ = F+*(P(~ . I”) $1 (3.24) 
for all polynomials p. 
Suppose that F+*# = 0 for some 4(t) in L2(R”). Let p be the characteristic 
function of a finite closed subinterval [a, b] of (0, 00). Equation (3.24) 
extends to this p and $, and we have 
0 = !I F+*# /I2 = II PVV’+*~ 11’ + IIU - PW)F+*# II21 
so that by (3.23) and (3.24) 
0 = p(H)F+*#(x) = (277)~“1” j ~45) VJ+(X> 5) dt. (3.25) 
a<lSl*<b 
As the last equation is valid for arbitrary 0 < a < b < 00 and all x in 
Q, there is a subset A of (0, co) of measure zero such that for positive k 4 A 
and all points x in Sz with rational coordinates 
s ,wl=l I #w)12 d&z, -c a~ and s Iwl=l V+J) 9+(x, Ku) dS, = 0. 
Because of the continuity of the functions involved we have for positive 
k & A and all x in a 
l, ,=1 yG(kw) eiks’w dS, = - 1 $~(kw) ZI+(X, kw) dS, . 
w Id=1 
The integral on the left is a solution of (- d - k2) U(X) = 0 for all x in Rn, 
and the last equation shows that it is outgoing, so that it is identically zero. 
Since this holds for a. e. k > 0, the inverse Fourier transform of $ and hence 
$ itself are zero. This shows that F+* is one-to-one and completes the proof 
of Theorem 3. Q.E.D. 
Proof of Lemma 3.3. Consider a fixed function g in C,,m(sZ). Definition 
(3.6) of& gives for allfin Y(Rn) 
1 f(t) [!df) - &?I* d5 = - j- W)f(4g(x)* dx, 
R* R 
(3.26) 
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since by Eq. (3.12) and the Fourier inversion formula 
T(k)f(x) = T(k) (27p2 1 f(6) f?“Z” d.$ 
R’ 
Here as in the proof of Lemma 3.2 we have used the continuity of the linear 
functional h --f T(K) h(x) on the space V. 
Recall that T(k) f is the outgoing solution u of (- A + Q - P) u = 0 in .Q 
which satisfies the boundary conditions (a/au - u) (u -f) = 0 on I’, and 
u = f on I’, . Therefore for x in Q 
Wf(4 = ~r[fW&G(~s x,4 - G(Y, x, K)&fbQ] 6, 
+ IQ G(Y9 x9 4 dY)f (Y) 4% 
(3.27) 
with G(x, y, K) the outgoing Green’s function for problem (2.10). 
Let D denote the compact support of g. By Theorem 5.1 of [S], the func- 
tions 
( ) $ a G(G x, A), 
I I G(Y, x> 41 I Q(Y)I~ 4, 
and 
s I G(Y, x, 4 dx R D 
are all uniformly bounded for 1 w I < 1, z on I’, x in D, and k in K. These 
estimates with Eq. (3.27) and the Schwarz inequality yield 
I WfW2 G C/j- [Ifb9l" + j ;f(r) 12]d% 




I Wf(x)12dx G C /j-r [If(r + l$f(r) (eld& + ~~lfb9124$ 
Use (2.1) and the isometry of the Fourier transform to obtain 
j- 
D 
I V>fC412dx G C C j. ( ($)=fM 1'4 
lal<2 R” 
<C I R” 13(012 (1 + I I I”)” d5. 
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Combining the last estimate with Eq. (3.26) shows that 
j (/(O b%(5) - 6(01* de I2 d C I,, (1 + I E I”>” If(S>12 45 (3.28) 
for all f in Y(P) and all K in K. 
For each N > 0, the function [&.(.$) - t(f)] (1 + j 5 I”)-’ is bounded for 
/ E 1 f N and is therefore in L2({\ e 1 < N)). Since the space 
c?(t) (1 + I 5 12) :i”cn E GW f I < WN 
is dense in P((1 5 j < N}), inequality (3.28) implies 
1 IElcn 
I &(f) - &t)12 (1 + I 5 I”)-” dt G C, (3.29) 
with the same constant C which is, in particular, independent of N. Let N 
tend to infinity in (3.29) and use the fact that g is in Y(P) to obtain (3.17). 
Q.E.D. 
4. THE WAVE OPERATORS 
Consider a real-valued function /?(A) on (- co, co) which is piecewise 
strictly monotone for positive A. Specifically we require that there be a 
partition *-* <A-, <A() <A, < .-* of (O,co), where A,-+0 as j-+- 00 
and Aj -+ co as j -+ 00, such that on each open interval Ii = (hjel , A,), /3(A) 
is Cr for some integer p greater than 2 + n/2 and p(h) # 0. 
Let &) be a function in C”(P) with its support contained in iR and such 
that 1 p(x)] < 1 for all x and p(x) = 1 for large x. Define J : La(P) *La(G) 
by Jf = pf. Then J is a contraction operator which modifies functions only 
on a bounded set. 
Define for each real t 
a contraction mapping of L*(P) into L2(A?). 
The wave operators relating the unitary groups {@s(H)} and (eits(Ho)} are 
given by 
W, = W&(H), /3(&J) = strcmrI!mit W(f). 
THEOREM 4. The wawe operators W, = W&3(H), p(H,)) exist and are 
unitary mappings of L2(P) onto PL2(Q). 
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Let f be any function in L2(Rn) and Ii one of the open subintervals of 
(0, CO) on which /3’(h) # 0. If /3’ is positive on Ij , then 
Cw+.flS (0 =3(f) for I fl” in Ij. (4-l) 
If /?’ is negative on Ij , then 
[~,A; (5) =iR) for I (I2 in Ij. (4.2) 
Remarks. (i) Let W+ d enote the wave operators W*(H, H,,) and set 
Ejo = Eo(hj) - Eo(hj-,) w h ere Ho = J?,, h dE,(h). Equations (4.1) and (4.2) 
imply that (W, - VA) Ejo = 0 if 8’ is positive on Ij and that 
(W* - VT) Ejo = 0 if /? ’ is negative on Ii . This establishes the invariance 
of the wave operators. W, are called complete because their range is all of 
PL2(Q). 
(ii) Because the Fourier transform h is unitary on L2(R”), Eqs. (4.1-2) give 
another proof that the transformations h+ and “- map L2(s2) onto L2(Rn). 
Proof of Theorem 4. Consider a fixed function f (x) in L2(R*) such that its 
Fourier transform is of the form 
(4.3) 
with y an arbitrary point in R” and #(r) a function in Com(Ij) for some j. 
Such functions f(x) are fundamental in L2(Rn) because the functions 
g(f) = exp{iy * 5‘ - I f I”> are fundamental in L2(Rn) and we may take #(r) 
to be the product of an arbitrary function in Co*(Ij) with e-r’e. 
Because the transformations A* diagonalize H, we have for 1 8 I2 in Ij 
(W(t)f); (5) = (27d-nl2 1 
R 
v&, 8* CL(X) exp@t[N 5 I”) - B(H,)])f(x) dx, 
and then, since f is in the domain of /l(H,), 
&( W(t)f ); (0 = i(24-“‘2 s, v&, 5)* CL(X) Ijs(l I I”) - /WON 
* expHP(l E 12> - BWoll>f (4 dx. 
Set 
(4.4) 
B(, 5‘ 1 , , 7 ,) = #&I 4 I”> - N 7 I”> ) 
1512-1712 
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a 0-l function for / .$ I2 and 1 7 1s in Ij . For ( 5 12 in Ij define 
* expWY5(l E I”> - RI rl l”)l> 4, (4.5) 
an infinitely differentiable function of x and t and a 0-l function of 5. 
Because 22, is diagonalized by the Fourier transform, we have 
(A + I e I”) w, E, t> = (I E I2 - Ho) vx, 5, t> 
= Ml E I”) - P(fbll expWK 5 I”> - PMJ~I~W~ 
so that (4.4) reads 
1 (w(t)f); (El = (2++ s, TJ*(x, g* P(X) (A+ I E I”) QG 4, t) & 
For p in Cm(Ij) and 1 6 I2 in Ii , V(x, e, t) is, as a function of X, in Schwarz 
class, and an integration by parts yields 
$ (w(t>f); (8 = (2~)~“~’ 1 
S-2 
v(x, 4, t) (A + I 5 i”) [cp,(x, f)* p(x)] dx. 
(4.6) 
This equation for general /3 is derived by approximating /3 by functions in 
Cm&j> (see p. 1010 of [lo]). 
Let F,+(x) and Fk-(x) denote the outgoing and incoming fundamental 
solutions for - A - k2 and set 
K*@, 5) = 1 %(x - y)f(y) dy, 
Rn 
so that K+[K] is the outgoing [incoming] solution of 
(-- d - I t I”) L(x, 5) =fW 
for all x in Rn. 
(4.7) 
Let Ii’ denote an arbitrary closed subinterval of Ij . 
LEMMA 4.1. If  j3’ is positive on Ii , then 
lili (1 + 1 x 1)(*-1)/2 [l*m V(x, [, t) exp{- o@‘(l f I”)} dt - I&(x, t)] = 0 
0 
(4.8) 
uniformly for I f  I2 in Ij’ and all x. I f  /3’ is negative on Ii , then the signs on the 
limit of integration in (4.8) are reversed. 
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Proof. For 1 5 Ia in 4 and $‘(I 5 Is) positive, definition (4.5) of V(X, I, t) 
and evaluation of the integral with respect to t yield 
I co V(x, t, 4 expt- @‘(I f IV dt ” 
with 
E(l 7 I , I 5 I , 4 = r/xl 7 I”) - &I 5 I”) - +vI if IY-’ B(I 4 I 2 I rl I) 
- [I 7 12 - 1 5 12 - z-e]-1. 
Similarly for #(I t 1”) negative, 
s 
--OD V(X, 5, t) exp{- Et/?'([ f Is)} dt = the right side of (4.9). (4.10) 
0 
(Notice that in the important case of p(/\) = h the function E is zero.) 
A short calculation based on the meanvalue theorem shows that for 1 5 Ia 
and I 77 Ia in Ij’ the function E(I 17 ( , I [ ( , 6) is uniformly bounded for all 
E # 0 and tends to zero as E -+ 0, uniformly for I ) 5 1 - ( v / ) > 8 > 0 (see 
p. 1012 of [lo]). 
Set 
w4 = s,,,=, 
eizO dS, = (const.) ( x ((2-n)/2 Jtn--2),2(l x I). (4.11) 
Then 
( Y(x)I < C( 1 + I X ()(l-n)‘2 for all x, 
and because of the form (4.3) off(t), we have 
Is ,n,=7 e?f(d dS, 1 = I #(y’) W(x +r))l < ‘31 + I x lY1-n)/2, (4.12) 
for all Y and x. This estimate with the properties of E stated above shows that 
(1 + I x l)(n-1)/2 1 eiTf(7) E(I 7 I , I 4 I , 6) 4 + 0 (4.13) 
uniformly for I 6 I2 in 4 and all x as c --f 0. 
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The first integral on the right side of (4.9) equals 
wo - (I 5 I2 + 4-‘f(x) = /,,F,*(x - r)f(r> 4, (4.14) 
with k = (I 5 I2 + i~)l/~ having positive real part and with the plus sign if E 
is positive and the minus sign if E is negative. 
The fundamental solutions Fk*(x) are continuous functions of k # 0 and 
x # 0 and are locally integrable, while 
(1 + 1 x j)‘“-l’/aFk+(X) [(1 f ( x 1)‘“-1’/2FK-(x)] 
is uniformly bounded for x and k bounded away from zero and Im k >, 0 
[Im k < 01. Therefore Eq. (4.14) implies that 
hrl(1 + j x I)(n-i)‘a [(Ho - (I 5 I2 + ;e))-lf(x) - &(% a = 0, (4.15) 
uniformly for 1 5 I2 in Ii’ and all x. 
Combining (4.9), (4.10), (4.13), and (4.15) completes the proof of the 
lemma. Q.E.D. 
The function p-(x, I) and its first order x-derivatives are uniformly 
bounded for x in G and 1 [ I2 in Ij’, while 1 &)I is by assumption bounded by 
a constant times (1 + [ x I)- (n+l+~)/~. Consequently, by the choice of p, we 
have 
IV + I 5 I”) M% 51* PWII 
= I 44-4 %(X> o* + 2VPW b-(x, o* + d4 94x9 63* P(X)l 9 
< C(1 + 1 x I)-(n+i+W, 
for all x in f2 and all 1 4 la in Ij’. Furthermore I+, C, t) is uniformly bounded 
for all x and t and all I 6 ja in Ij’. 
Suppose that /3’ is positive on 1;. Equation (4.6) and Lemma 4.1 with 
these last estimates imply that 
= GWn’2 j &ix, 5) (‘J + I I I”) b-(x, 5)* /4x)1 dx, 
= (24-n’2 j- &(x, 6) (A + I t la) [dx, 4)* CL(X) - e-i”“] dx, 
(4.16) 
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uniformly for 1 f I2 in Ii’. We used the fact that (d + ) f 1”) e-is.E = 0 to 
derive the last equality. Similarly we obtain (4.16) with “- and v- replaced 
by ht and q.~+ .
For large x the function p-(x, [)* p(x) - e-ix” equals V-(X, [)*, which is 
outgoing. K+(x, 5) is also outgoing. Therefore with Eq. (4.16) and Green’s 
formula we obtain 
(24-“‘2 j K+(x, 4) (A + I 5 I”) [v-(x, E)* p(x) - eiz+] dx 
= (27~)~“‘~ If(x) [p-(x, 5)” p(x) - eiz.E] dx, 
= (Pa2 (I) -3cn. 
A similar argument yields the last equation with K+ , CJJ- , and A- replaced by 
K- , P,. , and h+ . 
Since IV(O)f = pf, the last three equations combine to show that 
uniformly for 1 !$/a in Ii’. Integrate by parts and then set T = @‘(I 8 1”) in 
this integral to obtain 
kg E j r WW’(l 5 12))f); (0 e-‘” dT 
= Abel&-~,limit(W/P’(l 6 12))f); (El = f’(O, 
(4.17) 
uniformly for 1 .$ I2 in Ij’. 
If @’ is negative on Ij , then & co is replaced by 7 co in (4.16) and (4.17). 
LEMMA 4.2. 
[j / L W(W); (4) I2 df]“’ = O(l t I-‘) 
JP)%l{ dt 
as 1 t I-+ co. (4.18) 
Proof. We give the proof for A+ . Since 
&pCl 17 I”> = 2 I rl I PYI 17 I”) 
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is not zero on the support of f(T), definition (4.5) of V and an integration 
by parts give for 1 [ I2 in 1$’ 
t@, 5, 4 = (c-t) s 4 t 7, I rl 12) @Yfh) [2 I 71 IP’(I 77 I”)]-’ 
x & expWF(I 5 I”> - P(I rl 12>1> 4, 
= (con4 .c expW%l E I”) - 80 rl 12)1> 
x &@(I 5 12> I 77 I”> P I 77 INI 17 12~1-1f~d @“9& 
(4.19) 
Equation (4.11) implies that 
I s & ,,,,=Tf(?) eia.v dS, / < C(1 + I x l)(3-n)i2, (4.20) 
for all r and X. Estimating the integral in (4.19) by using (4.12) and (4.20) 
shows that 
I qx, 5, t)l < C(1 4 I t I>-' (1 + I x l)(3-n)'2, 
for all [ 4 j2 in Ii’ and all x and t. Similarly we obtain for any multi-index (y. 
with I 01 I < p - 2 and the same ranges of the variables, 
1 ($)” V(x, 8, t> / < C(1 + I f I>-’ (1 + I x l)(3-n)‘2. (4.21) 
Since derivatives of p(x) have bounded support, expanding 
(A + 1 5 12) [p)+(x, [)* p(x)] in (4.6) and employing (4.21) yields 
$ ( WW); (5) = @Y2 j W, E, t> ~(4 CL(X) (D+(x, 5)* dx + W + I t I>-'> 
(4.22) 
uniformly for I [ I2 in Ii’. In order to employ the isometry of “+ in estimating 
this integral, we define 
W, E, 4 = (27P2 j W, 5, 4 ~(4 CL(X) v+(x, El* dx. 
for I 5 I2 in Ij and nonzero [ in Rn. 
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Let I; be a closed subinterval of Ij containing Ii’ in its interior. Since Ii’ 
is an arbitrary closed subinterval of Ij , estimate (4.21) is valid with .$ replaced 
by 5 and with 5 ranging over I; . This estimate with the isometry of A+ 
implies that 
(4.23) 
for IcyI <P--2andall j[12inIj. 
By a Sobolev inequality (see (201) there is a constant C such that for 
1 4 I2 in Ij’ 
Integrating (4.24) over {[ : ) 5: la E Ij’} an d combining it with (4.23) integrated 
over (5 : 1 [ I2 E I,“} shows that 
s I W, f, 012 d5 < CC1 + I t W2, JE)%I,’ 
and this with (4.22) establishes (4.18). Q.E.D. 
Let Ij’ be a closed subinterval of Ij containing the support of #(Y) [see 
(4.311. Then the support of p is contained in D = (5 : 1 5 1s E Ij’}. 
Suppose that j?’ is positive on Ii . The Abelian limits (4.17) are then valid 
inL2(D). Estimate (4,18) with (lV(t)f)$ ([) replaced by (W(@‘( 1 [ Ia))f): (l), 
follows from Lemma 4.2, so that the latter function from [0, co) to P(D) 
is feebly oscillating. Hence by the Littlewood Tauberian theorem (see p. 506 
of [22]), (W(t//3’(l 4 I”))f); (5) tends to!(t) in L2(D) as t -+ f co, and hence 
~pwW(Of)$ (5) = P(g) in L2(D). (4.25) 
Write Ij’ = [u, b] and set E(I,‘) = E(b) - E(a) with (E(h)} the spectral 
resolution (3.2) of H. Because3 has its support in D, Eq. (4.25) implies that 
in L2(R”) and hence that 
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with 11 /I,, denoting the norm in P(P). Since /I kV(t)fl\ < l\fllo for all t, we 
must have 
$n(I - E(I,I)) W(t)f = 0 in L2(Qn), (4.26) 
so that W+ exist as strong limits, Eq. (4.25) is valid in L2(Rn), and Eqs. (4.1) 
hold. The same proof applies to the case of /3’ negative on Ij . The results 
carry over to arbitrary f in L2(P), because the functions f  we have been 
considering form a fundamental set in L2(Rn) and the mappings W* and “+ are 
contractions. 
Equation (4.26) also shows that the ranges of W+ and We are contained 
in PL2(sZ), and then Eqs. (4.1) and (4.2) show that W+ are isometries. The 
fact that the range of W* is PL2(Q) follows easily from equations (4.1) and 
(4.2) (see p. 1013 of [lo]). Q.E.D. 
5. THE SCATTERING OPERATOR AND THE SCATTERING MATRIX 
Because the wave operators W* are isometries of L2(Rn) into La@?) with 
image PL*(S;)), their adjoints WA* : La(Q) -+ L2(Rn) are zero on (I - P)La(S2), 
and W** restricted to PLa(S2) are the inverses of W* considered as mappings 
from L2(Rn) onto PL2(i2). Therefore the scattering operator 
Y = w+*w- (5.1) 
exists and is a unitary map of La(Rn) onto itself. The scattering matrix S is 
defined to be the representation of Y under Fourier transformation, 
S = FcY’F-‘, (5.2) 
with Ff = idefined by (3.7). 
We restrict our attention in this section to the case of W* = W*(H, H,,). 
The extension of the results of this section to the more general wave operators 
studied in the last section, follows from the invariance principle (see the 
remark after Theorem 4). 
Define F* : L*(Q) -+ L‘J(R”) by F+.J = 65 . Theorem 3 shows that F;t are 
zero on (I - P) Lz(Q) an d are unitary maps of PL8(1R) -onto La(Rn). With 
Theorem 4 we obtain the following commuting diagram of unitary maps 
La(R”) F l L2(R”) 
4wM/a-8 
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and the corresponding diagram with the plus and minus signs interchanged. 
Thus with definitions (5.1) and (5.2) we have S = FW+*W-F-1 = F-W-F-I 
or 
for f in L2(Rn) and nonzero 4 in Rn. 
Consider 3(t) of the form (4.3). Because we are considering the case of 
p(A) = A, Eq. (4.17) applies (with j3’ = 1) and we obtain 
8fGfl - PW)f)2 (0 = f& /yrn f (W(t)): I  e-Et dt, 
= (277)-n’2 / K(x, t) (A + I f I21 
x [p-(x, E)* p(x) - t++j dx, 
= p-&(274-n’2 J,$,, qx, 5) (A + I t‘ I”) 
x [y-(x, f)* p(x) - e-iz’t] dx. 
Integrate the last integral by parts, employing Eq. (4.7) and the fact that 
yL(-(x, SF>* P(X) - e-’ 1x.6 equals V-(X, k)* for large x to obtain 
with IN(f) the boundary integral 
Because W(0) f  = pf, we have 
S3(5) = 3cn + $Jnrn 4&7. (5.4) 
The remainder of this section is devoted to evaluating the limit in (5.4) 
first for certain integrable q(x) and then for arbitrary q(x) satisfying the con- 
ditions described in the introduction. 
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Consider q(x) satisfying the additional condition 
I q(x)1 < C(l + I x I>-“-’ for all x in Q, (5.5) 
with some E > 0. Since vu_ is incoming, it satisfies for x in L? (see Sect. 2 of 
ww, 
v-(x, E) = / 
r 




Fk-(x -Y) 4(Y) %(Y, 5) dY* 
s-2 
Here we have set k = 1 4 j . 
The incoming fundamental solution Fk- is given by 
F,-(x) = - + (&)‘n-z”r H&,,,(k 1 x I), 
and satisfies for m = 0, 1, 2,... 
&F,(x) = - (- ik)” h (&)(lLl)” e-iklxl(l + O(l x l-l)), (5.7) 
as 1 x I-+ co. Set 8 = x/j x 1 . A short calculation based on (5.7) and Taylor’s 
formula shows that 
&S-(x -Y> 
= _ (- &)m .$ (&)“l)ip e--iklzl&Y.e (1 + 0 (#)) , 
(5.8) 
uniformly for 1 y 1 < / x lljz as 1 x / + 00. Since ‘p- is bounded and q satisfies 
(5.5), the last equation gives 
s 




eiky’Wy) v-(Y, 5) 4% 
=s 
(1 + 1 y I)-“-’ I y I2 O(l x I++l)j2) dy = O(l x I(1--n~)/2). 
IYl<pl’~a 
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On the other hand we have 
Is y~Q,/y,>,z,l,)~k-(~ -Y> 4(Y) dY9 5) dY j 
,<c I 
(1 + I y I)-+ [I x - y ((r-n)ls + 1 x - y Is-n], 
IYl>lSl’~~ 
< c 1 x I--s/4 J (1 + 1 y I)-+@ [I x - y /(l-n)/2 + / x -y (2--n] dy, 
K” 
= ()(I * 1(1-n)/2 1 x l-E/4) as IXI-+Q 
by Lemma 3.1 and estimate (3.16) of [8]. 
The last two estimates combined with the fact that q(y)q~.&, 6);s integrable 
over D supply the asymptotic form of the volume integral in (5.5). The 
asymptotic form of the surface integral in (5.6) follows immediately from 
(5.8). Therefore setting 4 = kw and x = r0, we define 
s-(6, k, w) = 2 ($)+“” I,, b-(y, kw) $ eikv.8 
- eikvae g dy, kw)] dS, + 1, eik”Q(y) C&J, kw) dy 1 , 
(5.9) 
and obtain 
w-(~0, kw) = e-rkrt+-n)12[s_(B, k, w) + o(l)], (5.10) 
uniformly for 1 8 I = 1 and 1 w ) = 1 as r -+ 00. Similar calculations show 
that 
$ w-(ye, kw) = - ;ke-*kry(1-n)/2[~-(8, k, O) + o(l)], 
and 
K..@, Ku) = e--lk+r(1--n)‘8(f( - k8) + o(l)), 
$ K&3, kw) = ike-*kW-“)/2(f(- k0) + o(l)), 
(5.11) 
uniformlyfor]0]=1and]w]=lasr+co. 
Substitution of these asymptotic representations into definition (5.3) of 
I&) shows that 
$ym I,(kw) = ($)(-” f,e,_lf(- ke) s-(8, k, co)* dS, , (5.12) 
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and this equation with (5.4) gives the formula for the scattering matrix 
Sf(k0) =f(kb’) + ($)(n-1”2 j-&(kO) se(- 0, k, w)* dS, , (5.13) 
fork>OandIf3)=1. 
For arbitrary n(x) the function V-(X, 5) tends to zero as / x I---t CO, so that 
C&+X, 5) = eis+ + V-(X, 5) is bounded away from zero for large X. Conse- 
quently for nonintegrable q(x) the volume integral in (5.9) does not converge 
absolutely. 
The next lemma shows that this integral can be defined, however, as an 
improper integral converging in the space of Hilbert-Schmidt kernels on 
Sn-i, the unit sphere in R”. 
We will show that with this extended definition of s-(8, k, w) the limit in 
(5.12) is valid inL2(Sn-l), so that formula (5.13) expresses S- las a Hilbert- 
Schmidt operator in L2(Sn-l) for each k. 
We conjecture that the asymptotic representation (5.10) of V- in terms of s- 
is valid, for general Q(X), in L2(Sn-l x S-l) as Y -+ co. This result would 
give a more direct derivation of (5.13) for the general case. 
Let s’(B, k, W) denote the first term (the surface integral) in (5.9), a jointly 
continuous function of 0 and w in P-l and positive k. Set 
$,(e, k, w) = i ($-)(n-1”2 InNe’XY’$(y) cp-(y, kw) dy. (5.14) 
LEMMA 5.1. 
$iia s;;(e, k, w) = dye, k, w), 
exists in L2(S+l x P-l), uniformly for k in any finite closed subinterval of 
(0, co). s”(0, k, w) is a continuous function from (0, co) to Ls(Sn-l x P-l). 
We will prove this lemma at the end of the section. It is the basis for the 
following theorem. 
?bORRM 5. FOY k > 0,8 in P-l, andfinLZ(Rn) set (S’) (ke) = S(k)f(ke). 
Then S(k) is for each k > 0 a unitary operator on L2(Sn-l) given for h in 
P(S”-1) by 
S(k) h(e) = h(e) + (&)(n-1”2 j-, ,il h(w) s-(- 8, k, w)* dS, , (5.15) 
w 
with s(e, k, w) = q, k, w) + f(e, k, W) a continuous function from (0, CO) 
to L”(Sn-1 x P-1). 
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Proof. Expression (5.6) for U- is valid for arbitrary n(x). Write 
V- = v’ + v” with v’ the surface integral in (5.6) and v” the volume integral. 
From the asymptotic representation (5.8) of F,-, we have for m = 0, l,..., 
( 1 + m v’(rB, kw) = (- il~)~ eeikr[s’(t9, k, w) + o(l)], 
uniformly in 6 and w as r -+ co. From this and (5. II) it folIows that 
(2+“‘2 1, ,=N [K-(x, Au) ; V’(X, km)* - v’(x, kw)* $ K-(x, kw)] dS, z 
+ ,3n-1”z s,,,=, f(M) s’( - 8, k, co)* dS, (5.16) 
uniformly in w as N-+ 00. 
To handle v” we use the following identity, which is a consequence ofF,- 
being a fundamental solution for - d - P. 
I [ F,-(x 5-N - y) $Fk-(x - z)* - F,-(x - z>* ;Fc(x -Y)] dS, 0, forlyl >Nandlal >N 
- F,-(Y - 4, forlyl >Nandlxl <N 
= F,-(y -z)*, forlyl<NandIzl>N 
(5.17) 
F,-(y - 4” -Fk-(Y - 4, fory#z,)yI <N,andIx) <N. 
The definitions of K- and v’ give 
@?” 1, l=N [K-(x, kw) ; v”(x, ho)* - v”(x, kw)* f K-(x, kw)] dS, 
= (2,;-n/z j f(r) dy I, d4 v&, Ku)* dz / [ 1 d& 3 (5.18) 
= Jl + Jz PI, 3 
bl=N 
where the innermost integral is the integral in (5.17), and the integrals Jj , 
defined below, are those obtained by substituting (5.17) for that integral. 
Because f (y) is in Schwarz class, while v- is bounded and q(z) F,-(y - x) 
has, as a function of a, bounded norm in C(Q) as y varies over P, the first 
two integrals, 
Jl = - (2T)--“‘2 J ,lli>Nf(Y) 4’ IoN d4F,-Cy - x> q-+, Ku)* dz, 
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and 
I2 = (27T-n’2 j,y,<Nf(y) dy j,,,,, !+)F,-(y - 4* T-b, kw)” d& 
tend to zero as:N + co. 
To calculate Ja we use the equation 
F,-(x)” -F,-(x) = 1 (&)(n-z)‘2 J(&?)& I x I), 
=&($+” j,o,~leilEx+‘dS8, 
which gives 
J3 = (2442 j ,y,<Nf(~) 4 j,, d4 v-h kw)* 
x [F,-(y - z)* - F,-(y - z)] dz, 
= & (&)+2 j,,,, GWn~2 j,,,., eikv?fb9 dy dSe 
X 
s 
q(z) v-(x, kw)* ecikz.* dz, 
QN 
= (~)'""'" j,,=, &kB) s;( - 0, k, co) * dS, , 
with 
f~(ke> = (2r)+12 j,y,<Nf(y) e-ikY.e dy. 
Becausefis in Schwarz class,f&B) converges tof(k6’) uniformly as N -+ CO. 
Therefore by Lemma 5.1 
= (&)(n-1”2 j,,,=, J(ke) q- 0, k, w)* ds, 
in P(S”-l), uniformly for k in any finite closed subinterval of (0, 00). This 
last equation with (5.4), (5.16), and (5.18) yields (5.13) for almost every 
k > 0 and for f in the fundamental set we are considering. Equation (5.15) 
and the unitarity of S(k) f or all k > 0 follow from the continuous dependence 
of the integral operator in (5.15) on k > 0 and from the unitarity of S acting 
in L2(P). Q.E.D. 
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Proof of Lemma 5.1. All estimates made during this proof will be uniform 
for K in an arbitrary finite subinterval of (0, cc). 
Consider N > M with M so large that F is contained in (X : 1 x 1 < M}. 
Using the definition of the norm and performing the 6 integration, we obtain 
= I I dS,dS, x IS eikcr+)+q(y) q(2) p-(y, kw) .p-lxgl-’ M<lvl.lzl<N 
x q~(z, kw)* dy dz, (5.19) 
= 
I I M<,y, ,z,<N 4(Y) 464 u’(Y - 4 
x I ~-’ a-(~, kw) P.(Y, kw)* d& 4 dx, 
where by (4.11) 
I RY - 41 = edk(~-e)*e dS, < C(l + 1 y - x /)l, (5.20) 
s-1 
with I = (1 - n)/2. 
We will employ the integral equations used in [S] in the construction of 
v- to show that for ally and z in 8 
/ h(Y) 44 s,,, v-(Y, kw) 94% kw)* ds, ( 
< C[(l + Iy lJZ + (1 + Ix I)” + (1 + IY - z I)“l* (5.21) 
Here h(y) = q(y) p(y) for y in 8 with p(y) given by (1.1). Once (5.21) has 
been established, replacing q by Ap-1 in (5.19) and introducing the last two 
estimates give 
II xf - 85 Il~*(~-Ixp+‘) 
GC I ,Y,>M P(YFl dY J-,, PW’ (1 + I Y - 2 I)” I3 + I Y I)” (5.22) 
+ (1 + I z I)” + (1 + I y - z I)“] da. 
Estimate the inner integral by using Lemma 3.1 of [12] to see that the whole 
expression in (5.19) tends to zero uniformly for k in any compact subinterval 
of (0, co) as M + oo and to complete the proof that s” = lim,,, sg exists. 
s” depends continuously on k > 0 because each s$ does. 
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We are left with the task of establishing estimate (5.21). We will use 
notation and results from [8]. 
We write 
9,-(x, kw) = eiks.w + fL(% kw) + (117) 6% Awl, (5.23) 
where u- is the sum of a single-layer potential Sp on PI and a double-layer 
potential 07 on r, and therefore satisfies 
I u-(x, kw)l d C(1 + I x I)“. (5.24) 
VT is a volume potential over R”\F and T satisfies the integral equation 
(I - AV) 7(x, kw) = h(x) [u-(x, ROJ) - eikzaw], (5.25) 
for x in R”\f’. 
Using expression (5.22) for v- and estimates (5.20) and (5.24), we obtain 
X(Y) 44s,-, v-(Y, J-J p-P-(z, km)* d& 
= h(y) h(2) $,sv, [edikz.w V7( y, Kw) 
+ eikg.mV+, kw)* + Vr(y, kw) VT(Z, Ku)*] dS, 
+ ON1 + I Y I>” + (1 + I 2 I)” + (1 + I Y - 2 01, 
= qy) Jy4 [V4Y> 4 + v&h r>* + WY, 41 
+ O[(l + I Y I>” + (1 + I 27 I)” + (1 + I Y - 2 VI, 
(5.26) 
where V is considered in each case to act on the first variable, and 
4Y, 4 = j e-ikx’wT(y, kw) dS, , (5.27) 
p-1 
%‘, 2) = s,-, T(y, kw) VT+, kw)* dS, . (5.28) 
We obtain integral equations for A(y, s) and B(y, z) by substituting the 
integral Equation (5.25) f or T into their definitions. We then employ once 
more estimates (5.20) and (5.24) to obtain 
(I - XV) A(y, Z) = X(y) s,, e-ikx*w[u-(y, kw) - eikv.o] dS, 
= OK1 + I Y I>” + (1 + I y - z l)7, (5.29) 
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and 
VT(Z, hw)” h(y) [ZL(y, kw) - eikf-] dS, 
= OK1 + I Y I)“1 - h(Y) v4?Y)** 
(5.30) 
We will use the following generalization of Lemma 4.2 of [8] to obtain a 
estimate on A and B from Eqs. (5.29) and (5.30). 
LEMMA 5.2. If a bounded function U(y, z) on (R”\P) x (R@\T’) satis$es 
I(1 - hV/‘) U(Y, 41 6 C[(l + I Y I>” + (1 + I x I>” + (1 + I Y - z I>“1 
(5.31) 
for ally and x off I’, then for these values of y and z, 
I WY, 41 < w + I Y I>” + (1 + I z I)” + (1 + I Y - z ozl, (5.32) 
with another constant C. Here hV acts on thefkst variable of U, and the second 
variable, z, is a parameter. 
Proof. We assume that 0 < E < 1 and, for simplicity, that (n - 1)/c is 
not an integer. (The case of integral (n - 1)/c is discussed in the proof of 
Lemma 4.2 in [8].) We claim that for nonnegative integers j < (n - 1)/c 
and for y and z off r, 
1 U(y, x)1 < C[(l + I y 1p2 + (1 + I z I)” + (1 + I Y - 27 I>“J (5.33) 
By definition (3.3) of VT and estimates (3.16) on Fe+ = F;* in [8], and 
by the assumed boundedness of h and the definition of p, we have 
1 hVU(y, x)1 < C j 1 U(x, z)I (1 + I x j)-(@+1+c)‘2 [I x -y /I + ) x -y /l-“1 dx 
(5.34) 
This estimate with the boundedness of U, Lemma 3.1 of [S], and (5.31) gives 
(5.33) forj = 1. 
Suppose that (5.33) h as b een established for a j with j + 1 < (n - 1)/c. 
Then substitution of (5.33) into (5.31) yields 
1 XVU(y, x)1 < c j (1 + I x l)-(n+l+r)/2 [I x -y /r + / x -y I’-“] 
x I(1 + I x I)-js’2 + (1 + I .z I)” + (1 + I x - z lJzl dx, 
= C[4 + 12 + &I’ (5.35) 
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We can estimate II and Is by direct application of Lemma 3.1 of [8], 
I1 = 
s 
(1 + / x j)--(n+l+j~+f)P [I x - y jz + 1 x - y p] & 
< C(l + ) y p+lk/2. 
, 
I, = (1 + / z I)” [ (1 + / x I)-(n+1+r)/2 [I x - y ; z + / x - y I’+] dx 
d C(l + I .z I)“. 
To estimate 1s we write it as the sum of two integrals and apply the Schwarz 
inequality to each before referring to Lemma 3.1. For the first integral we 
have 
s (1 + I x I)- (n+1+r)12 ) x - y 1 z(1 + 1 x - z I)” dz 
< [j” (1 + 1 x j)--n+12 j x - y I1--a dx [ (1 + 1 x /)-1-c/2 ] x - z I1--IE dx]li2, 
< C(1 + IY I)“. 
and for the second integral 
s (1 + 1 x I)-(n+l+E)lB 1 x - y  (l--n (1 + ( x - z 1)" dx 
< 
[I 
(1 + / x I)-(n+l+c) Ix--yll-Rd~SIX-yI1-n(l +,x--j)1-“dx]1’2 
< C(1 + ( y I)” (1 + I y - z I)(a-n)‘2 d C(1 + I Y I)“. 
Consequently 
13 < C(l + IY DZ. 
These estimates combined with (5.31) establish (5.33) forj replaced by j + 1 
and hence, by induction, for j the greatest integer in (n - 1)/c. 
We consider now estimate (5.35) for this value of j. The estimates on I2 
and 1s are unchanged, but an application of Lemma 3.1 of [8] to II yields, 
in this case, 
11 < cc1 + ly I>“. 
With (5.31) we obtain (5.32). Q.E.D. 
Lemma 5.2 applied to the integral Eq. (5.27) for A shows that A(y. x) and 
hence XVA(y, z) are O((1 + 1 y 1)” + (1 + I y - z I)“). Then replacing 
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AVA(z,Y)* by 0((1 + I z I)” + (I + (Y - z I)? in (5.28) and another 
application of Lemma 5.2 shows that 
WB(y, 2) = O[(l + I y I)” + (1 + I .z I)” + (1 + I Y - z I)“]* 
Combination of these results with (5.26) establishes (5.21) and completes the 
proof of Lemma 5.1. 
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